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Introduction

Recent developments have revealed challenges and opportunities of the online medium for publishers, that have strongly influenced their efforts in marketing and book promotion. Direct marketing, such as advertising, and traditional publicity in the shape of press reviews and TV items, can no longer be sufficient in attracting consumers that are faced with the current wealth of media, and have the know-how on using the digital environment to their own advantage in for example selective searching on the internet, or exploring relevant online platforms, such as Goodreads. The emergence of social media has taken away the marketer’s control to a significant degree. Traditionally, promotional activities are coordinated according to a fixed marketing strategy. The information flow bypassing these via word-of-mouth has been minimal in the past, but communication has seen a transformation in the social media era. Control over the content, timing, and frequency of information has faded away. The landscape has changed: the traditional, linear approach to marketing has made way for new tactics in which marketing managers have to monitor the flow of multimedia content from consumers and adapt to this new environment. This new approach has been compared to a game of pinball, which is interactive and unpredictable. The pinball metaphor also implies that companies have (partially) lost control of marketing activities.1 Owing to the new room for discussion between consumers, information about products and services now originates in the midst of the marketplace, through consumers, as well. This information flow goes beyond a marketing strategy.

The power of traditional marketing has weakened: consumers are turning away from company-communicated information and are more inclined to trust and rely on recommendations and reviews by other consumers found on social media. Additionally, consumers are using traditional sources of advertising less (radio, television, magazines). Digital media enables consumer-to-consumer conversations and information exchange, and while it is impossible to control this directly, marketers can employ methods to shape these discussions, for instance by providing networking
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platforms and using blogs. This has made for an exciting new playground, and by adapting to this new environment, publishers can monitor and moderate those marketing opportunities centred on the consumer. The shift in power from the marketer to consumer was predicted early at the start of the digital age, and while this has not capsized (yet), an evolution of consumer empowerment can be witnessed. Consumers have increased access and choice through digital technologies; they are more capable of consuming and producing content; they have the power to build reputation through network actions; and they can pool, mobilize, and structure resources for crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, creating new marketplaces, etc. The methods by which publishers can make use of consumer behaviour and harness their power, by reaching out to readers and interacting with them, will be the main focus of this thesis. Due to the changes in media consumption, publishers are now challenged with finding book marketing strategies that involve the voice of the reader. In exploring this, I will discuss how trade publishing’s marketing can benefit from the promotion of reading culture through (online) interaction with readers, seen from the reader’s decision-making process.

Contact between the author and the reader, as well as between the publisher and the reader, has changed in recent years, and these three different stakeholders have grown more close. As the popularity of social media grows, interactive bonds are formed. Authors will talk to their fans directly via Twitter or Facebook, giving off an informal and approachable impression. Through this, a sense of personal connection can be generated between authors and readers. The personal quality of the individual author facilitates that connection quite naturally, while the commercial image of the publisher, the business, the company, is less likely to encourage it. However, publishers and readers are progressively establishing their interactive bond in different ways. They are able to work together, for example via readers’ blogs or YouTube videos featuring reviews. Furthermore, readers can contribute to eventual publications through crowdfunding, and readers can even create content, for example by writing fanfiction, which in some cases has been published. This exchange supports the discoverability of specific titles as there is a more direct communication by the
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publisher with the audience, but also serves as a resource for publishers to learn more about what readers are interested in. This is thus beneficial on multiple accounts. Readers will find books that suit their interests faster and in more natural circumstances: the establishment of digital platforms encourages lively reader communities to exchange experiences and views with one another. The publisher is able to join, will directly advertise to and communicate with readers, and can at the same time tap into their minds: what drives them to buy a book? This form is very different compared to advertisements and commercials that are conveyed to anyone, anywhere. Those promotional activities are commonly aimed at a broad and general audience as well (e.g. advertisements on bus benches will be seen by both readers and non-readers), while the interactive bond, this give-and-take between the reader and publisher in promoting titles via social media or blog reviews, has a much more specific aim at the relevant target group.

In our current fast-paced, technologically and digitally developed society, the use and remaining lifespan of ‘traditional’ media like print newspapers, magazines and books is regularly questioned. Granted, the book industry has had its setbacks in recent years: the global financial crisis of 2008 takes some of the blame, and our buying behaviour and our preferences for leisure activities have changed as well.\(^4\) Book production in The Netherlands however continues to thrive: 16,500 new titles were published in 2014, not counting the English and other foreign-language books that are sold in bookstores alongside with domestic titles.\(^5\) In addition, after consecutive years of declining book sales since 2008, they have started to pick up again since 2015.\(^6\)

While these seem like positive developments for the market on the whole, the increased media consumption and growing numbers of titles have also caused worries for individual publishers: they are challenged by more competition than ever in the shape of new media and an overall increase in published stories. Preventing new books from drowning in this continuous overload of (different) media is no easy task. Trade publishers especially are pushed to constant innovation because of their dependence on trends and readers’ changing interests, unlike for example educational publishers that market to schools and similar institutes instead of directly to individual consumers.

---


\(^5\) KVB, ‘Kerncijfers algemene boeken’.

As catering to those consumers, by targeting specific reader groups and researching preferences and habits in reading to ultimately attract buyers, is becoming increasingly important, so is the task of a marketer. Marketing departments have grown, slowly building a more prominent role in decision-making during the book publishing process, joining the editorial team as a leading force in the shaping of the end result.7

It should be established that, while research on publishing generally takes the English language market for an example or case study, this thesis will focus on trade publishing in the Netherlands. English language books make up the largest share of the market, as the US leads as largest publishing market with its absolute total of new published titles and re-editions (304,912), and the UK dominated with an incomparable number of new titles per million inhabitants (2875) in 2013.8 In comparison, a Dutch total of 16,582 new titles was published in the same year, with approximately 1000 titles per million inhabitants.9 Because of their dominant status, the US/UK markets tend to be the subject of choice in publishing research. For example, Thompson’s great study of the publishing industry and its challenges in current times (discussed in a historical context), Merchants of culture, is an essential overview of recent developments and the state book publishing is in now. But Thompson centres his story in Britain and the United States, and although this covers a wide-ranging field, the structure of the English language market cannot easily be compared to that of the Dutch, or any other language for that matter.10 Other essential literature for anyone interested in an insider’s view of publishing like Clark and Phillips’ Inside book publishing or Albert Greco’s detailed overview in The book publishing industry also provides a rich insight into the workings of larger publishing companies. These books are often used as informative analyses of the industry, but they are limited to business in the UK and US.11 And while Alison Baverstock’s successful guide How to market books explains methods and marketing strategies applicable to different markets, her basic assumption is that of the UK (or English) market and her story is supported by practical examples that are

9 KVB, ‘Kerncijfers algemene boeken’.
either British, American or Australian. Literature that is initially assumed to be international or generally applicable, is often inherently English-language focused because these are the largest, most prominent markets. In addition, since academics have embraced English as the international language of scholarship, English literature has better visibility, and more often than not, discusses the UK/US market. Markets, however, vary. Non-English markets will be in different situations, requiring different marketing strategies. For example, the popularity of e-books in the UK/US is incomparable to the humble role the digital counterpart plays in the Dutch market. Non-English markets also produce more translated literature, which could mean an additional barrier in marketing, as foreign authors will be more difficult and expensive to make appearances, and countries have different policies on matters like the fixed book price. I will explore this later in analysing the Dutch market situation. This thesis will focus on the Dutch market by applying English-language oriented research to the available current Dutch data.

Furthermore, publishing exists in a variety of types, each of which has its own playing field with different target groups, sales channels and consequently marketing focus areas. It should then just as well be noted that in this analysis, the focus is on trade publishing: the business of publishing books for the general public. Trade publishing is commercial: it entails books meant for leisure (fiction, like novels and children’s books) and books for information (non-fiction, like biographies or cookbooks) aimed at a very broad audience. Trade books are commonly sold in the average bookshop and other consumer stores, such as supermarkets, or online (e.g. bol.com, the popular Dutch web shop similar to Amazon) and are available on loan through public libraries. In selling them, publishers heavily rely on marketing to the public and collaborations with booksellers. Books are also experience goods: consumers cannot be sure of their level of quality and worth until buying and experiencing them. They are products that consumers will not buy out of necessity, but only if they want to, which means they need to be convinced. Since evaluation of a book is difficult before reading it, convincing buyers is a challenge that is also amplified by the market predominantly revolving around supply instead of demand: the market’s dynamics are based on the overwhelming supply of books. This consistent flow of many new titles makes for strong
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competition, especially in the literary fiction and non-fiction genres which are dominant and aimed at a broad, general audience, making it difficult to target readers.

After exploring the current market situation, I will argue how and why book marketing differs from marketing other products. My main analysis will cover the effects and possibilities of promotional activities and the use of different media during the consumer decision journey, in which a buyer forms a decision on their purchase. Within this framework, I will highlight the influential phases and accompanying examples of promotional actions to attract buyers. What requires more attention in order to boost sales and visibility of titles? The shift in book promotion by publishers can reveal current obstacles in bookselling and lead to new promising opportunities. Regarding the changing position of the book market and the current difficulties in winning over consumers, it is essential to analyse what publishers can do in marketing that involves the voice of the reader.
Before discussing the previously mentioned interactive bond and related marketing opportunities for publishers, I would like to expand on the market Dutch publishers are subjected to and how the market’s undercurrents are relevant to the promotion of books. Different countries maintain different traditions; they deal with different cultures and therefore different kinds of audiences; reading habits vary; and diversity nor the impact of new media are the same for every market.

Be it small in comparison to the English markets, for a country counting just 17 million inhabitants, the Netherlands has a substantial national book publishing industry: the Dutch market is among the twenty largest publishing markets in the world. In recent years the market has seen some decline, but in 2015 sales seem to slowly pick up again since the 2008 global financial crisis. Moreover, the Netherlands stand out in their recovery; the Dutch market is growing quicker than other European countries.14

14 Stichting Lezen, ‘Boekenvak’.
16 CB, ‘Titel barometer’.

1 Print is still the book format most used by publishers.15
2 Of all published books, 6,2% is self-published.16
The Netherlands counts approximately 1200 book publishing houses. It has a high bookshop density with around 1300 physical bookshops, 160 online bookshops and almost 200 e-book retailers. As noted before, around 16,500 new titles are published yearly. When we include e-books and print-on-demand (POD) books (be it a relatively small addition to regular publications), the number ranges between 25,000 and 30,000 for the last five years. This includes general books (fiction, non-fiction) as well as educational and academic books. In 2015, the total number of new titles and reprints available on the market was 167,195. More than half of these are print books (see graph 1). In the division of genres, trade books are leading, as seen in graph 3 below.

Dutch e-book sales have slowly increased over the last few years, but contrary to the expected fast growth, as well as the expectation for e-books to gain an upper hand in
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17 CB, ‘Titel barometer’.
18 CB, ‘Titel barometer’.
overall book sales, the popularity of the digital format has steadily remained close to the same for years now. E-books hold 5.8% of the sold copies total, with literary fiction being sold (and lent) the most amongst all available genres.\textsuperscript{19} Despite its small share in the market and the flattening growth rate, e-books were showing a higher individual growth rate than physical books in sales in 2015.\textsuperscript{20} The e-book market is relatively flat (or declining) in most of Europe. For example, in the United States, about as many e-books were sold as hardcover editions in 2014, while the European uptake of e-books has been very slow and consequently unable to compensate the loss of physical book sales.\textsuperscript{21}

The Dutch reading audience mostly consists of people aged 65 and over, women, and those with higher education. Young people are reading less and less: youths between the ages of 13 and 19 spent 10 minutes reading in a day in 2015; just over half as much they read in the previous year.\textsuperscript{22} Meanwhile, people aged 65 and up spend 79 minutes reading. Older people often read more regional novels, while younger people prefer literary novels, science fiction, comic books and poetry. Books are more popular with women than they are with men; the only genres that are read more by men are books on war and resistance, science fiction, and comic books.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{1.1 – Standing out among the crowd}

It has been argued for centuries that the (international) book industry suffers from overproduction. Tim Parks illustrates this in his account on how our ability to choose qualitative literature has come to be burdened by the large quantity of books.\textsuperscript{24} The situation is comparable to the information load we are provided with by the internet nowadays, as anyone, individuals and corporations great and small alike, has the power

\textsuperscript{20} Stichting Lezen, ‘Boekenvak’.
\textsuperscript{22} Stichting Lezen, ‘Wie lezen er?’, <http://www.leesmonitor.nu/wie-lezen-er> (20 February 2017).
\textsuperscript{23} Stichting Lezen, ‘Wie lezen er?’, <http://www.leesmonitor.nu/wie-lezen-er> (6 May 2016).
to produce online content, resulting in the mixed pile-up of countless hits after a quick search on Google.

In producing many titles in short periods of time, publishers can increase their chances at hitting a bestseller and at the same time soften the blow of their underselling titles. This is something only big players can afford to do, but at the same time their ability to accommodate these titles with equal, sufficient guidance is questionable. Hence smaller publishers are likelier to be more liberal with their time because they coordinate fewer books, but in turn their funds cannot be compared to those of larger publishers. The increase in book supply illustrates a flourishing, growing market, but competition grows with it; this emphasizes the necessary consideration of methods targeting consumers in order to highlight titles.

The Dutch market is familiar with the criticism of the supply being too large, bearing too many qualitatively low products that could be avoided, and showing many of the same kinds of books. Professionals are aware that they should employ different methods in selling their books: a stronger focus is key. But while the average thriller is available for a dime a dozen and seems disposable, authors of books with a greater literary value sometimes write a bestseller after having published several works already. To pass on those potential sellers would surely be regretful. In addition, the huge supply of domestic titles is in competition with books in other languages too: English language books are very popular, and bookshops regularly own sections that feature books in languages other than Dutch. Titles thus struggle not only with domestic competition, but compete with imported books as well. Whether the overload of material is daunting or admirable, the extreme competition demands a smart approach to putting a spotlight on anything in particular. This is where the achievements of a publisher’s public relations and marketing department become vital to a book’s success rate in sales.

1.2 – The power of the bestseller

The bestseller status is relative: after all, a Dutch bestseller sells fewer copies compared to a hit in the US or UK. Ideas on how many sold copies define a bestseller in the Netherlands differ; there is no clear answer to this question. The average print run is between 2000 and 3000.\(^{26}\) 10,000 copies means a book is selling exceptionally well and 25,000 generally already counts as a bestseller.\(^{27}\) The book market is sensitive to hits: one look at a bookstore’s window and you will be far more likely to see the new John Grisham than an obscure debut (which may be just as good, or better). Indie bookshops may be exempt from this, but most booksellers will showcase the top bestselling titles of the moment, and pay little attention to the publisher’s backlist or cult favourites. But bestsellers only make up a small share of sold titles, and it has been decreasing in recent years: In 2015, 13.4% of all sold titles consisted of ‘bestsellers’. In 2016, the number had gone down to 12.4 %.\(^{28}\) Meanwhile, the collection of titles not ticking the bestseller box is actually largely driving the market. Even though markets focused on media like books - but also music, games, or movies - offer a vast and endless seeming supply of products, we are mostly aware of the hits and top sellers. Retailers logically will spend their limited time, space, and money on the items that have the best odds, while there is a huge, less popular supply out there. Chris Anderson describes this as the Long Tail, referring to the stretched-out curve following the peak of hits (see graph 4). In analysing Internet businesses with an infinite ‘shelf space’, like Netflix and Amazon, he noted there is a hidden majority of sales closed on niches, and that as these companies increasingly offered more, demand would follow supply. Individual sales of obscure titles are not noteworthy, but multiply this with the huge number of Tail products and it will make for a big number anyway.\(^{29}\)

\(^{27}\) Frankfurter Buchmesse, ‘Details book market Netherlands 2015’.
Anderson argues that the more companies can connect supply and demand, and uncover the majority of products that are snowed under by the hits, the likelier the numbers and consequently the entire market will change. He states:

“This is not just a quantitative change, but a qualitative one, too. Bringing niches within reach reveals latent demand for non-commercial content. Then, as demand shifts toward the niches, the economics of providing them improve further, and so on, creating a positive feedback loop that will transform entire industries—and the culture—for decades to come.”\(^{30}\)

Through creative marketing, publishers can add to an awareness of hidden gems and help to break through the book industry’s bestseller-mindedness.

By collecting sales data from Dutch bookstores, the *Stichting CPNB (Collectieve Propaganda van het Nederlandse Boek, or Collective Promotion for the Dutch Book)*, an organization founded for the purpose of book promotion and stimulating people to read, keeps track of titles that sell especially well in a short period of time. The results of their analyses are presented weekly in the *Bestseller 60*, a top-60 of bestselling Dutch books, which is made openly accessible online.\(^{31}\) CPNB has called a bestseller a loose term,


which publishers can use to their own advantage in promoting books. CPNB's use of 'bestseller' in its ranking list showcases the lack of a definition again, because the number of sold copies that put a book on the list in one week can be very different in the next. When exactly a title can be dubbed a bestseller also varies per publisher. Lebowski Publishers regards more than 10,000 sold copies a 'seller', more than 25,000 a 'bestseller'; Podium thinks of more than 60,000 in bestselling terms, although this idea remains vague and seems to depend on the book. Poetry and literary novels may demand fewer sold copies compared to more easy accessible genres.32 From an international perspective, these numbers seem unimpressive in comparison to bestsellers in the United States: a popular book could reach 250,000 in its first week in US stores.33

Bestsellers are not just a result of effective marketing: they are simultaneously employed as marketing instruments. Upon achieving bestseller status, authors and publishers do wise to seize this promotional opportunity to broadcast a title's popularity as much as possible. Bookstores commonly also reserve corners or shelves for bestselling titles; for example, retailer Bruna displays a top-10 in their stores, often placed in the front area of the shop. Reprints are also often marked with a sticker or a comment stating the book's number of sold titles or achieved bestseller position. The marketing power that lists like The New York Times bestseller list – one of the top recognized national bestseller lists in the US – have, seems more impressive than their (uncertain) reports of what is actually selling. The New York Times keeps the number of sales for their titles confidential for example, out of fear for manipulation of the rankings. Would the minimum number of copies sold to achieve bestseller status be known, it is thought to be likely for authors or publishers to buy up their own books and wrongly reach the list.34 One such case sparked a discussion on who defines what a bestseller is: according to Nielsen Bookscan (data provider for the book publishing industry), senator Ted Cruz's book A Time For Truth sold 11,854 copies in its first week. Despite selling well, the book was not ranked on The New York Times' list. Ted Cruz' presidential campaign accused the Times of not granting the title a ranking position and being politically biased in rankings that ought to be based on hard numbers and facts.  

However, the Times responded that they found Cruz’s sales were limited to strategic bulk purchases; the book may have sold many copies in short amount of time, but it was evident to the paper that those sales came from a relatively low number of places (for example, 5000 copies could be purchased at once to sell at a supermarket). To avoid clutter from bulk purchases and to keep the list ‘authentic’, the Times also analyses sales patterns besides numbers. The mechanics of book ranking lists in the Netherlands know similar controversy as lists vary in their selection of questioned book retailers, and stores present conflicting rankings as they often compose their own lists. The previous example illustrates that the definition of a bestseller is not as straightforward as an absolute number of sold copies, but that various factors are at play. As PR director of The New York Times Company Toby Usnik says, “there is no magic number” to qualify for a position on the list. Positions depend on the weekly comparisons between sales for all titles.

The Dutch equivalent to the NYT list is the earlier mentioned Bestseller 60, of which the composition is based on sales data collected from over 900 book retailers (this measured 89% of the total Dutch general book market in 2015). Sales that publishers make outside of these channels, for example to libraries or other parties, are not taken into account. Bestseller lists are watched closely, but their use of data is dubious as there is not always full disclosure of their methodology, and there is ample room for manipulation. The NYT uses a report sheet on which booksellers give an indication of how many copies were sold. This pre-composed sheet lists a selection made by the NYT, making it vulnerable to being influenced by how much different books have been promoted. Additionally, it is uncertain whether the selection of booksellers chosen to survey is diverse enough (big chain stores will have different bestsellers from specialized indie shops). In this regard, Dutch data gathering seems more trustworthy since a royal 89% of the market is covered. There is however also a risk of sellers (deliberately) misreporting their sales numbers, making the list vulnerable to being manipulated. If a retailer has trouble selling a title they liberally stocked up on, for
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example, a place on a popular ranking list will certainly help create an increase of sales.\(^{39}\) The Dutch *Bestseller 60* is susceptible to this kind of manipulation as well, because no raw data is used in composing the list: all data is delivered anonymously and cannot be traced back to the individual retailers.\(^{40}\)

Every year the CPNB presents the top-100 of bestselling books of the year. In 2015, *Dit kan niet waar zijn* by Dutch journalist Joris Luyendijk, who spent two years in the City in London to investigate the financial sector, was ranked first place, having sold 306,866 copies in one year.\(^{41}\) The previous year the number one book (*Kieft* by Michel van Egmond) sold 159,163 copies; the year before that, Dan Brown’s *Inferno* (Dutch translation) sold 376,775 copies.\(^{42}\) Translated works like *Inferno* make up a large part of the Dutch market, namely around 60% (of which 45% consists of works translated from English and the other 15% of all other languages: mostly French, German, Spanish and a recent increase in Scandinavian languages).\(^{43}\) This goes for many other countries as well, such as Poland (46% is translated), Germany (over 12%), Spain (around 24%) or France (around 15%). Meanwhile, the US and UK markets seem to be more reluctant in publishing foreign literature: the US counts 3% and only 2.5% of all publications in the UK are translated.\(^{44}\) Not only is the Dutch market very familiar with foreign titles, those titles frequently make their way to the bestseller lists as well, competing with originally Dutch works. In fact, by zooming in on the *Bestseller 60* rankings in 2016, it is revealed that a striking third to almost half of bestsellers are translations.\(^{45}\)


\(^{40}\) KVB Boekwerk, ‘Toelichting op de gebruikte bronnen’.


\(^{45}\) CPNB, ‘De Bestseller 60’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Number of translated works</th>
<th>Number 1 is a translated work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (January)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (February)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (March)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (April)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Saturday Requiem by Nicci French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 (May)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 (June)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 (July)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>The Kept Woman by Karin Slaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 (August)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 (September)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (October)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 (November)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 (December)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The English markets are remarkably reluctant in buying foreign rights, a phenomenon often reasoned to be based on fear of translated works being hard to market. But if translations cope with extra obstacles in marketing, how can they (seemingly) effortlessly achieve a bestseller ranking? It may be assumed that authors in other countries are difficult to book for promotional activities like festivals, events and television appearances, considering the logistics but also the language barrier. Publishers depend heavily on book reviews as well, which usually focus on domestic works. But despite having similar issues, other markets do not perceive translated works as big risks in publishing, at all. One important factor in this is the promotion of translated works to the home market. There has been a rise of independent reviewers online; bloggers are more open to translated literature than mainstream media are. For example, Istros Books, a small publisher trying to bring Balkan books to the UK, reached out to potential readers by relying on literary bloggers and investing in relationships with these individuals as they are able to make their own choices in books, while the common newspaper reviewer needs to stick to mainstream titles.

In recent years in the Netherlands, the number-one titles range between 150,000-500,000 sold copies per year; the number strongly fluctuates. After a drop in overall sales, 2015 was the first year to see growth: this showed in the number of copies
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47 Baverstock, How to market books, p. 20.
sold per bestseller as well. Not only are the media and retailers keeping an eye on ranking lists, publishers also greatly value these lists and use them for promotion when a book is an apparent hit. The bestseller status, rather than a purely factual rank, also appears to be a marketing instrument that is exaggerated by publishers and media. A bestseller can eventually be born through marketing, perhaps even more so by the publisher’s influence than by that of reviewers.

1.3 – Fixed book price

The Netherlands has maintained a fixed book price (FBP) since 2005. The law was introduced in order to prevent competition in the shape of price battles between booksellers, and give publishers the chance to also produce less profitable books.48 Small, independent bookshops would struggle to survive in competing with supermarkets and similar stores. This argument is emphasized when, for example, comparing the situations in France (FBP) and the UK (no FBP): France counts 2500 independent booksellers, representing 22% of total sales. In the UK, one third of independent bookstores has closed since 2005. Now only 4% of total sales originate from these smaller shops.49 In the Netherlands the fixed book price was renewed in 2015 for another four years after review, despite criticism expressed by the Council for Culture (the Dutch legal advisor of the government in the fields of the arts, culture and media). The council reported to detect little evidence of the desired effects of FBP (the survival of independent bookshops and the promotion of ‘risky’ titles), but deemed immediate abolishment unwise for economic reasons.50 The market has changed much in recent years, and whether those changes are caused by the FBP alone is difficult to say. The fact that the number of bookshops is declining even with an active FBP, for example, is a worrisome phenomenon;51 but when making a comparison with Flanders

(no FBP), the Dutch bookshops-per-inhabitant strikingly count double the Flemish number.\(^{52}\) The Dutch FBP law makes an exception for e-books, as this would not promote digital innovation. The diversity of e-books is also not as dependent on sales through physical shops, and the cost of stocking e-books is significantly lower compared to that of physical books.

Not only would FBP support the diversity of retailers, this in turn also supports a greater diversity of available books. As larger stores commonly only sell new and bestselling titles, books that do not appeal as much to the general audience would not stand a fair chance without enough retailers willing to sell them. This can then impact the publisher, who may be more reluctant in taking risks with debut novels, specialist titles, etc. FBP thus supports a wide range of different titles on the market, which contributes to our cultural heritage as well as stimulates people to read and allows for them to discover more books than they would through a single retailer. Evidence for the increase in ‘risk-taking’ by publishers since FBP implementation is however yet to come forward, while the main condition for FBP to exist is to stimulate publishers and booksellers in bringing more uncommon titles to the market.\(^ {53}\)

FBP is usually also criticized in light of the free market and the industry’s development. Maintaining FBP means fewer opportunities for sales and marketing: pricing actions to attract more buyers are impossible. Hence FBP is not only seen as a protective policy, but as a caging one as well, limiting the possibilities in selling a book. In addition, lack of proof that publishers actually take more business risks with difficult titles in FBP countries or that consumers are more likely to find a special interest book calls for its removal or a different policy, opponents find.\(^ {54}\)

Know your audience: it is a marketing staple, vital to knowing how and where to start in presenting your product. In this chapter I have discussed some of the market’s most important characteristics: publishing statistics, genre popularity, general reading, buying and selling habits, and government influences. These help shape an image of what publishers are working with, concerning market dynamics as well as target audience. Having explored the playing field, I will move on to put this information into practice.

\(^ {52}\) Van Velzen, ‘Alle boeken in de bonus?’.
2 – Defining book marketing

“Marketing is the science and art of exploring, creating, and delivering value to satisfy the needs of a target market at a profit. Marketing identifies unfulfilled needs and desires. It defines, measures and quantifies the size of the identified market and the profit potential. It pinpoints which segments the company is capable of serving best and it designs and promotes the appropriate products and services.”

In the above citation, author of the classics in marketing management, Philip Kotler, defines ‘marketing’ as the identification and fulfilment of the target market’s needs and desires: something is created because it is missed and wanted. The meaning of marketing varies and determining a main definition for a broad term that can mean different things to different individuals and organisations continues to be a challenge. Digital innovation and the rise of social media have also been game changers, and opinions vary on whether these developments have made things easier or rather more complex. Despite its power in creating a ‘buzz’ around products, the impact of the digital environment has created challenges: existing business models are threatened, and while there is a larger focus on big data and customer insight, many businesses struggle to make a connection between the data and sales usage. Marketing managers are sometimes hesitant in relying on facts and data too much, as it might suppress creativity and thinking out-of-the-box. Moreover, the social influence on brands through the increased word-of-mouth (via social media) makes a brand more vulnerable: consumers can post negative evaluations online to anyone at all times. In this chapter I discuss the main dynamics of marketing in general, and why these generic frameworks cannot be directly applied to the marketing of books. I will do this by exploring conceptual approaches to marketing by publishers.

The marketing principles Kotler proposes are generally applicable to any business intending to sell a product or service. For example, the classic marketing mix of the four Ps – product, price, place, promotion – is commonly employed. But in

publishing's marketing these models do not always seamlessly move from theory into practice and are often presented with complex challenges. Kotler has devised a theoretical model of buyer behaviour, which displays the process of information searching, decision-making within an organisation, and reviewing. While this affects potential buyers, books and other reading material are commonly purchased under circumstances that are hardly considered and require a different approach. Consumer behaviour models are numerous and there is no generally accepted theory since each marketing subject holds a unique set of factors that should be taken into account, although they cannot always be controlled and strategies will still be based on predictions. Kotler refers to this as the consumer's black box, the unknown reasons behind certain buying behaviour: it is impossible to read minds and determine buyers' characteristics in combination with their personal decision process.

“Marketing stimuli consist of the Four Ps: product, price, place, and promotion. Other stimuli include major forces and events in the buyer's environment: economic, technological, political, and cultural. All these inputs enter the buyer's black box, where they are turned into a set of observable buyer responses: the buyer's brand and company relationship behaviour and what he or she buys, when, where, and how often. The marketer wants to understand how the stimuli are changed into responses inside the consumers black box, which has two parts. First, the buyer’s characteristics influence how he or she perceives and reacts to the stimuli. Second, the buyer's decision process itself affects the buyer's behaviour. (...) We can measure the inputs to consumer buying decisions. (...) But it’s very difficult to ‘see’ inside the consumer’s head and figure out the whys of buying behaviour (that’s why it’s called the black box). Marketers spend a lot of time and dollars trying to figure out what makes customers tick.”

The environment in which consumers make a decision as well as their reaction to making the purchase is measurable and has influential power to some extent. The buying environment is affected by marketing stimuli through the four Ps, but also by economic, technological, social, and cultural factors. The buyers’ response entails the buying attitudes and preferences, their behaviour when it comes to making the

purchase (what/when/where/how much), and their relationship with the brand and company. These are the visible and measurable aspects of buyer behaviour, sensitive to being shaped one way or another and thus promising focus points for marketing strategies. In attempting to analyse the black box, many models for the buying decision process have been designed by marketing scholars over the years. Typically, it is a five-stage model that consumers go through (sometimes stages are skipped or reversed): problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision, and post-purchase behaviour.58 Understanding consumer behaviour at each stage is an important step in influencing it, and is something I will discuss further in relation to book marketing in the fourth chapter.

In the end, the foundation of marketing appears to lie in a profitable communication with customers, as Alison Baverstock argues: it comes down to effective selling and meeting customer needs profitably.59 Kotler has also called this a transaction, in which values are exchanged between two or more parties.60 This core idea of marketing came from decades ago, but the principles of communication and transactions remain relevant. In his guide to modern marketing, Harry Beckwith notes how successful companies have come to think different about marketing by being more service-based: these new marketers have shifted their focus from highlighting features and benefits to building relationships with customers.61 Because of its likely effect on the return rates of customers (creating loyalty), the establishment of this relation has come to be encouraged more. The (shaping of) the relation functions as an act of amplifying content, because it communicates content to readers and increases its exposure.

Marketing has had a growing position in publishing: not only because publishing has grown beyond the business of simply making something public by widely distributing it, but because the public has developed a familiarity with marketing techniques and being sold products as well. With so much competition, getting our attention has become increasingly difficult. The marketing department may not make the ultimate publishing decisions, but it does have a significant influence. Marketers will need sufficient information on a book and will be critics to editors, keeping in mind the
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59 Baverstock, *How to market books*, p. 5.
question of ‘will it sell’? They will not wait for editors to present the final product to
them and show them what to work with; they are for example, also capable of carrying
through changes to a cover or title (during the editing process) because it is not
appealing enough or does not convey the book’s message clearly. Less
straightforwardly, marketing already plays an inherent role in the editing department.
When it comes to the shaping of a manuscript, books need to fit the publisher’s genre
expertise and intended readership. Editors of thrillers will check that authors stay
within the boundaries of the thriller, and not deviate towards thick descriptions and a
deeper exploration of characters that will slow down its intended suspenseful atmosphere.

Successful Dutch thriller author Saskia Noort recently left her publisher of
thirteen years and joined forces with Lebowski, a literary fiction publisher known for
authors like Niccolò Ammaniti and Dave Eggers, to publish her first novel. Meanwhile
she will have her upcoming thrillers published by The House of Books, a publisher that,
aside from occasional novels and non-fiction books, mostly works with thrillers. Noort
was happy to now be able to let go of the thriller framework with Lebowski: there she
would be free of an audience expecting a thriller, and able to further explore certain
themes and use more characters in her story. A literary fiction publisher will not have
the same tools a children’s book publisher has: the selection of a suitable publisher for a
manuscript therefore needs to be a well-considered choice. At the same time, publishers
will sometimes also pass over manuscripts that are promising but inappropriate for
them to other publishers. Books have come to be regarded more as products with target
audiences over the years, and it is common for publishers to work with a tailored plan
in which a title is collectively examined and profiled by the editing, marketing, and sales
departments.

So what is different about marketing books, compared to, for example, marketing
a pair of shoes? You see is what you get: at buying the shoes, you will know they are the
right fit and you like the way they look. As previously mentioned, books are experience
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goods: in most cases it is not until you have actually read them, that you will know whether you are happy with your purchase or not. As Alison Baverstock puts it in her guide *How to market books*:

“There are undeniable difficulties in conveying, in snack-sized gobbets barely capable of drawing a sufficient response to be useful, a sense of a product demanding such high levels of involvement and commitment. The public is also unpredictable. Will they really buy what they say they want, or not buy what they don’t currently understand?”

Additionally, the number of books published worldwide increases every year: what makes a book on baking cakes special compared to its countless predecessors? Books also compete with other forms of media: instead of buying the Lonely Planet guide, consumers can look for recommendations on the TripAdvisor website; a documentary on Michael Jackson can provide the same information a biography can, and so on. These are all barriers in selling a title and in overcoming them, it is vital to make a title stick out among the vast collection of books, films, online sources, and more. Multimedia competition reveals itself through the convergence of old and new media, but instead of new technologies erasing older ones, publishers (of any type of content) face a struggle for attention in our information economy. As content has increased, creating attention is now key in amplification: to draw consumers in through publicity, marketing and visibility.

In separating books from other sources of information and entertainment, marketers should keep in mind a basic question: why do people buy books? In building an effective marketing plan that plays into current trends, understanding what drives consumers is especially valuable. Not only our motives for buying (or borrowing) books, but the ways in which we like to experience books are changeable too, and thus important to involve in any analysis of book consuming. Technological changes and media convergence have for instance also stimulated a participatory culture, as we move from being passive consumers to taking an interactive position within the multimedia system. Companies have become participants besides individual consumers,
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and while some have more power than others, all are contributing to a conversation, a ‘buzz’ of which the value is increasing in the information/attention economy. As Henry Jenkins notes in his work *Convergence Culture*, “consumption has become a collective process”.

The idea that books require a tailored marketing approach is stressed by Baverstock, who notes the fiction book characteristically is meant for leisure and not a life essential. It faces a lot of competition from other published material and media, and can additionally be replaced easily by very different products that will ultimately satisfy the same need for relaxation or a way to spend free time (e.g. a gym membership, drinks in a bar, a massage). Buying a book usually takes more time compared to other personal purchases, as it requires a consideration of many things like choosing a book from the wide array of titles in a store, deciding if the cover is appealing, reading the blurb, skimming through it. It is a more complex choice than buying a familiar newspaper you know from previous experiences is worth your money. Book purchases commonly also peak during holidays like Christmas or Mother's Day, and events like the Book Week, making specific time periods essential to book marketing and sales. Books are thus a special leisure product that are also frequently gifted, in comparison to newspapers or a gym membership. Those who buy a book as a present also tend to purchase more books than planned when walking into a shop, a phenomenon marketing can play into.

Factors like these show how strongly diverse products make it difficult to find a core marketing definition and consequently difficult to develop a sales pitch that is tailored to each market.

The arts in general have to deal with unique factors in marketing their products. Marketing professor François Colbert notes that a cultural enterprise reserves an important role for the artist, who usually works independently. The firm is concerned with the product of the artist’s creative act and predominantly takes on the role of selling their work. This makes for a complicated balance between what the market desires and what the publisher thinks is a (culturally) worthy product when acquiring a
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title. A publisher, however, needs to make profit in order to survive: it has to be market-oriented foremost. Publishers try to fund risky specific interest books or highbrow literature with the profits made from bestsellers, to provide a varied range of books and to hold a certain reputation. This type of funding can be referred to as using internal subsidies.\textsuperscript{73} For example, Uitgeverij Prometheus publishes a variety of famous Dutch literary writers like Connie Palmen, as well as foreign ones like Zadie Smith, but has also taken on international bestseller \textit{50 Shades of Grey}. The publisher says to strive to presenting new and promising writers on the market, and frequently manages debutants.\textsuperscript{74} Lebowski Publishers likes to maintain a balance of literary bestsellers (\textit{The Girls} by Emma Cline, works by Niccolò Ammaniti and Dave Eggers) together with poetry and special interest (current affairs) titles on topics like the Arab Spring and planetary geology. Whether the average reader will be aware of the publisher’s variety in publications (or the publisher for that matter) is doubtful. But because of its character as a cultural enterprise, a publisher may generally be more inclined to represent a prestigious selection of titles deemed worthy of publication. Publishers may try to make a profit from it if only to financially survive, either by also publishing popular mainstream works, or cutting back on staff or certain developmental stages like production. The balance of market orientation and cultural independence hence seems like something continuously at play within a publishing house.

Michael Bhaskar describes amplification, besides filtering (‘the publisher as a gatekeeper’) as a key publishing task in his book \textit{The Content Machine}. Instead of perceiving publishing as a passive means of transit by which content can move from a single manuscript to a mass-produced book, publishing is an active process through which content is shaped and transformed to varying degrees.\textsuperscript{75} Technological developments and accompanying innovative start-ups are sprouting up and freely move and adapt to the new environment. Bhaskar notes that in this regard the problem does not so much lie in our changed technologies, but is more central to the (digital) markets. A larger scale in combination with lower costs is an attractive perk in digital approaches compared to traditional publishing. But as the model changes and the value of ownership of content diminishes, this centralisation of content and audience betrays the fundamentals of publishing: filtering and amplification. Publishers struggle to compete
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with the business models of large online-based companies. While their strength is to add value through framing, the uniqueness of their ability to execute this process is becoming questionable as techniques are easier and more available for both creators and consumers. There is thus a growing need for new models that work with filtering and amplification.\textsuperscript{76}

What kind of role does marketing play in the business of publishing? Thompson describes the publisher as one player in a field, connected to other players that each contribute something of value to a common goal of producing, selling and distributing a book. He refers to it as a chain of activities: the ‘publishing chain’, which is both a ‘supply chain’ (each player provides a means to achieve the common goal) and a ‘value chain’ (each player adds value in the process of doing so).\textsuperscript{77}

![The supply chain.\textsuperscript{78}]

As illustrated in the figure above, the creation or supply of a book starts with the author. A manuscript will, in this case, be evaluated by an agent and sold to the publisher, but the publisher frequently will acquire titles on its own via the slush pile (unsolicited manuscripts sent directly to the publisher) or personal selection and networking. The link of agent is flexible for most Dutch publishers and, although literary agencies are useful and increasingly searched out by authors, they are no crucial player in the field.\textsuperscript{79}

The content created by an author has significant value that convinces the publisher to buy its rights. The publisher then will add to that value: through editing, reviewing and creating a fitting design (cover, illustrations, paper type, typesetting and other visual traits of a book) important decisions are made to help create the look of the end product. These are activities that, depending on the publisher, are either
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outsourced or performed by in-house staff. After perfecting the book’s content and design, the publisher requires a printer to carry out its final decisions and physically bind and print the book in the desired number of copies. Through numerous activities, the original value of the original manuscript has now increased significantly. Afterwards, the books are delivered to a distributor that can provide copies for wholesalers, retailers and libraries or other institutions. Individual consumers do not buy from the distributor, but from the intermediary retailer. During the value creation process, a publisher’s marketing department will devise a plan to advertise the book to stimulate sales and create additional value to attract readers.

Thompson notes that the publishing chain is no fixed model, but can change as certain activities or intermediaries are rendered unnecessary by economic and technological developments.

Those influences can affect any link in the publishing chain, and as discussed before, the meaning of marketing has also become complex with the coming of online platforms. Whether the function of marketing will always be occupied by the publisher is unsure, but the publisher’s expertise in promotional activities goes further than simply presenting a book to the public; building a market and convincing people to buy your product is where the true challenge lies. Publishing is more than making possible a widespread distribution of text. Publishers have been called gatekeepers or middlemen, in deciding what content gets published and in what kind of form. Bhaskar argues we are in need of a theory of publishing, explaining what makes something ‘public’, how
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publishing is an act of mediation and the creation of markets and content within this business. Since we perceive content differently after it has been published compared to its prior state, it shows a system at play that is more complex than generally assumed. Publishing’s continuously changing tools of the trade, historically as well as geographically speaking, make it difficult to settle for a uniform idea of publishing. But despite the changeable contexts and production methods, Bhaskar highlights the two basic publishing activities of filtering and amplification.\(^8\) The acts of selecting content and making them accessible and appealing to an audience, may take on different forms, but fundamentally remain the same. A book is still a product, and a product will need to be brought under the attention of an audience: amplification is just as an essential part of publishing as filtering through the growing content supply is.

The roots of our motivation to experience textual content in the first place lie in our reading culture, and how much it is present and able to encourage us to read. The benefits publishers would enjoy from collectively stimulating this reading culture can seem too indirect for them to prioritize this promotion of reading in general, but on a long-term basis they are promising still, which is why I will discuss the significance of acculturation next. In this chapter I have discussed the meaning of (book) marketing, and the changing environment to which it needs to constantly adapt. Theoretical models drawn up by marketing professionals like Kotler are useful, but they often lack the necessary perspective and considerations that are relevant to the product or service in question. It is thus necessary to discuss models by publishing theorists like Bhaskar and Thompson as well, and put marketing in a publishing perspective. The focus on customer relationship management has grown, because it has become essential to pay attention to the consumer's characteristics and the aspects of their buying environment. Meanwhile, the publisher's key tasks of filtering and amplification are also relevant to its promotional activities as marketing adds value to a title, amplifying its attractiveness. The position of the marketing department grows: editors and marketing staff are working more closely together as marketers take note of the current markets and trends, and influence decisions made during the editing process. The marketing link in the publishing chain is becoming increasingly more independent, and as Thompson has noted: the structure of the chain can change through economic and technological developments. However, the publisher’s role in marketing does not simply entail the

\(^8\) Bhaskar, *The content machine*, p. 6.
presentation of books, but includes the building of markets which is an expertise that they have developed well over the years.
Discovering buyer motivations through consumer research is all well and good, but it commonly only scratches the surface of why individuals continue to buy books in particular. This begs the question: as a marketer, will you solely focus on convincing the buyer, or consider the reader as well? They seem interchangeable: readers are book buyers. But while a book may sell, the purchase cannot guarantee it will be read. Selling a book is different from selling a drink like Coca Cola for which consumers will return to buy it again; aside from avid bibliophiles perhaps, consumers are unlikely to purchase the same book a second time. But publishers do hope they will return for different titles, so the difference with marketing other products lies in the fact that a publisher would prefer for consumers to buy any book rather than no book at all. Even if the book is published by a competitor, the purchase means a consumer is interested in reading and could come back to buy more books. Reading culture transcends corporate boundaries in the publishing industry.

For a publisher to invest in a marketing goal that seems secondary to directly selling books can seem unrewarding at first, but stimulating a buyer to (continue to) read is a long-term marketing strategy. When libraries succeed in connecting with readers and witness an increase in development and enjoyment of reading as a result of actively promoting services and - most importantly - the act of reading, why could this not stimulate buying books, aside from borrowing books, as well? Encouraging the act of reading could add to the appeal of buying books in general, supporting future sales for any publisher (and retailer). It can also help relieve the pressure on heavily branding individual titles. It has been suggested that improving the reading environment in the home, the school, and the community at the same time, while improving the image of reading so it is less school-focused, are necessary efforts to create a culture for reading within a given society. Access to good quality national literature has also been called a basic principle in establishing and nurturing reading interests and habits. It has been stressed that readers need to be able to look beyond school-prescribed literature to

develop a personal motivation to read. In promoting reader development, several factors for success have been identified, among which are the availability of a variety of books and the discussing of books and reading experiences. These are factors to which publishers can actively contribute in the marketing of different titles and by providing platforms (via social media for example) for discussion and engaging a community. As a nurtured, active reading culture supports the consuming of books in general, it is beneficial for publishers to contribute. In partnerships between different stakeholders in the book industry, skills are combined to encourage readers and develop reading habits. These serve the public as well as support a thriving industry. Studies have pointed out that, for example, people who borrow books from libraries are more likely to buy them than those who don’t: thus co-promotion between partners from different sectors can increase the markets for both borrowing and buying.

The success rate for activities aimed at the stimulation of reader development depends on the readers’ attitude. Why we read or not can be explained by Icek Ajzens theory of planned behaviour, which argues that people’s behavioural patterns are determined by three variables: attitudes, social norms, and observed behavioural control. People with a positive reading attitude will be more likely to enjoy reading and read more (and borrow/buy books more often) than those with a negative attitude. This attitude is shaped by previous reading experiences, and strongly influences the evaluation of a new experience. It is also a stable attitude that does not change overnight. A high level of concentration, through intrinsic interest in a text, is an experience that leads to a positive reading attitude; this results in the flow, the feeling of losing track of time and place. Reading with the goal of getting into a particular mood (relaxed or excited), and experiencing various emotions by empathizing with fictional
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characters are also positive influences on the affinity with reading. Reading and feeling emotionally close to a text sets in motion the wheels of imagination as readers experience different stimulating senses via sight, touch and hearing, and are able to project themselves into a story and empathize on a level that creates a sense of being the character. A text can leave behind traces of memory, especially when readers experienced it in the before-mentioned ways. The positive experiences and remaining memories of experiences result in a positive attitude and the tendency to take pleasure in reading.

The attitude determines what the reader expects of reading, while social norms determine what other people think of someone reading. This concerns the influence of someone’s surroundings, primarily that of parents, teachers, and friends. Children that grow up in homes with many books and parents that read to them will usually be better at reading and have pleasant associations with reading (and consequently have a more positive reading attitude), than those that hardly get in touch with books outside of school, for example. Social norms affect attitude as well, as the reader is self-conscious of what other people will think of him/her when he/she is reading. The third and last variable posed by Ajzen depends on reading ability. When people have struggled with reading in the past, they become less convinced of their skills and thus less motivated to continue reading, developing a negative attitude. Repeatedly struggling makes for low expectations, and low expectations result in regarding reading as a chore and avoiding books altogether. Reading behaviour is based on previous experiences.

Encouraging reading development leads to an increase of readers and an increase of sold and borrowed books. Not only is the acculturation to reading culture of economic importance, it has a significant role in the development of our society as well. Literature evidently is a characteristic of our intellectual and cultural development, and books can have an impact on millions of us, as Nicholas A. Basbanes writes on the power and social influence of literature:
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“That literature is fundamental to our cultural heritage and our shared patrimony is a given. The Greeks have their Iliad and Odyssey, the Chinese their Tao te Ching, the Indians their Mahabharata, the Italians their Divine Comedy, the Spanish their Don Quixote, and each of these works is a literary masterpiece that is transcendent, every one an epic in the most fundamental sense of the word. Even among cultures that have not survived to our time, great works that helped define who these people were live on.”

Libraries commonly stress the value of treasuring and offering access to this cultural heritage in their mission statements, and while publishers and booksellers are more sale-oriented, they share a common goal of inspiring people to become interested readers. The more these groups stimulate reading, the more people will be aware of books and the more they will hopefully buy, read, and buy again. Publishers in the Netherlands generally do not stand alone in promoting reading. Book trade organisations play an important role in the stimulation of the Dutch reading culture, as publishers, booksellers, and libraries work together to promote books and reading. National campaigns do not focus on one title in particular, but rather on books and reading in general. Publishers are however able to join these campaigns and seize the opportunity to present their titles (anew). The limited scale of the Dutch book market allows for this close-knit cooperation, and through it, there are ample cross-promotion opportunities. It is therefore vital for publishers to keep the importance of our reading acculturation in mind: instead of focusing on the book of the moment and who will buy it, considering the bigger picture could have a pay-off valuable to the industry on the whole. The Dutch publishing market has been called a growing collaborative economy that should continue to be nurtured in order to survive.

It usually is not in the publisher’s first interest to view its marketing strategies in regard of promoting a reading culture, but to invest more in the stimulation of reading is not necessarily a risk for a publisher’s business. In comparison to a publisher that is usually focused on the buyer, a library pays more attention to the reader: after purchasing a membership, the library’s goal to convince a buyer is already met. Yet
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libraries still invest in their relationship with members and try to contribute to our reading culture, to maintain a dynamic and attractive institution, and to encourage people to return to the library and eventually extend their memberships. Apart from CPNB reading campaigns, libraries participate in other (national) campaigns held by the association of public libraries (Vereniging van Openbare Bibliotheken, or VOB), aimed at presenting what titles are being offered, encouraging reading (and reading to children), but also at promoting the library as a cultural and educational centre. The annual e-book campaign, promoting the ease of borrowing e-books, has resulted in more people planning on borrowing e-books and even convinced non-members to get a library membership. These marketing activities by libraries indicate the importance of supporting acculturation for the sake of the book industry in general, besides promoting single titles. In regard of the promotion of reading and eventual book buying, publishers could benefit from adapting to libraries’ policies.

Most national book and reading campaigns are organised by CPNB, of which the bulk share is financed with the budget provided by different trade organisations, and only partly by incidental government subsidies. CPNB campaigns like the Book Week (Boekenweek) are considerably better-known than promotional activities by individual publishers/bookshops/libraries. Individual titles however can gain better visibility through these, for example, by being highlighted during the Children’s Book Week, or the Month of the Thriller. Other examples of collaboration are the organisation of book distribution by the Central Bookhouse (CB, the main logistical centre created and owned by publishers and booksellers) and publishers launching initiatives like the Renew the Book competition, in which start-ups were invited to come up with a new innovative book concept. As individual publishers usually lack the funds to invest in innovation, working together and combining knowledge and strengths is encouraged to support mutual goals.93

Besides their cultural significance, books are also of social importance as they provide fertile ground for discussion that can aid education and individual growth. Discussion has expanded to social networks where it thrives, and enthusiasts are brought closer together, which sparks friendships. In that perspective, reading seems to have grown from solely being a solitary activity to a social one: relationships are formed through a shared consumption of stories and discussion. The exchanging of books, for
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instance, is a way of increasing sociality and friendship as they can be tools in conversation and “provide readers with both an index of intimacy and with materials that may be deployed in creative acts of self-presentation”.\textsuperscript{94} While critics have emphasized the supposed effects of dissociation by media in general, as the act of ‘receiving’ media is an individual experience, activities like listening to music, watching movies and reading books indirectly have a “community-forming function”.\textsuperscript{95} With an increase in reader networks and communities in various forms, there is not only a larger potential book buying audience, publishers are also able to exploit a larger playing field in interacting with readers and marketing titles.

Despite common opinions on people reading fewer books in general, there appears to be an ongoing popularization of literary reading. For example, seeing a movie and reading a book frequently have become rather symbiotic activities instead of oppositional, as movie adaptations become increasingly popular, also fuelling sales of the original books and vice versa.\textsuperscript{96} The rise of (online) book clubs and reading communities has contributed to this popularization of reading as well. Reading groups choose their book of the week partially based on how ripe for debate a title is and interested readers share a discussion from which a book’s popularity can further grow. That the level of ‘discussability’ is an important criterion for reading books “reveals just how tightly imbricated personal and social pleasures are within popular literary culture”, as Jim Collins puts in his book on the popularization phenomenon.\textsuperscript{97} Breaking down barriers between authors and readers, and publishers and readers, bringing their communication to a more personal level, makes an intensified interaction and widespread marketing possible. At the same time, publishers can contribute to the acculturation of reading by investing in these communities. Collins notes how avid readers (but also music fans, gamers and others invested in any form of popular culture) have become more trusting of fellow-fans’ recommendations and less interested in selections made by ‘official’ critics or experts. Empowered by the access to new technologies, anyone passionate enough can assume the role of a ‘curator’, one
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with excellent taste in books, music, movies, etc.98 For a publisher to ignore the 'reader' (and to focus on just the 'buyer') or to lack the skills in persuading new readers, its marketing displays a significant flaw in general, long-term strategy. Collaboration with amateur critics can open doors to getting in touch with new readers, and in turn can contribute to a general acculturation of reading books.

Marketing for libraries commonly relies on cultural programming throughout which communities are created and linked. Collaborations between libraries and other ambassadors of the book via widespread national campaigns are of importance in promoting library services, but the development (or the reaching) of new and diverse audiences takes place on a smaller scale as well. Having identified the kind of audience the library desires to address, local cultural programming can be tailored to the audience’s relevant interests. The goal of reaching specific groups can help be achieved by the use of voices from the audience itself; this is where collaborations come in. These work best when voices are not only heard, but invited to actively join in planning and organising as well. Partnerships with groups and individuals from this group provide useful insights in the motivations of (potential new) members. Barriers to participating in the library can then be assessed and removed; these can be practical (inaccessibility, lack of time or understanding) as well as perceptual (lack of appeal).99 One example of overcoming a practical barrier is a service of libraries delivering requested titles to members that are incapacitated in one way or another and unable to physically visit the library.100 Partnerships with other organisations, media, local businesses, are only brought to full potential when they are involved in planning processes and have a stake in the outcomes. This can take on various forms, like seats on committee boards, focus groups or informal discussions with staff.101 These initiatives taken by libraries stress the value of collaboration with various groups and working together on a personal level. As publishers are equally able to employ certain interactive, cooperative methods in reading promotion and book marketing, it should be in their best interest to further develop this aspect of marketing.

98 Collins, Bring on the books for everybody, pp. 45-46.
In this chapter I discussed the special take publishers have on marketing: instead of focusing on individual titles, promoting books and reading in general is beneficial in the long run. Libraries do well in promoting reading to stimulate borrowing books, so why should this not work for buying books as well? Publishers miss the physical link to their readers the way libraries share one with members, but they are just as capable of collaborating with other parties. Input drawn from these outer sources can help in the previously mentioned identification of barriers or new audiences. Reading has become a shared experience, and book marketing can be further advanced through this relationship in which readers are heard as well as included, which I will continue to explore in the next chapter discussing the stages consumers go through in buying books.
When we plan on buying a book, we generally go through a few influential stages in which we basically consider potential titles (pre-purchase), take action, and experience the product (post-purchase). This pattern has been called different names such as the purchase journey, customer journey, or the consumer decision journey. Traditionally, it was perceived as a funnel (see figure 7) in which awareness, interest, desire, and action successively lead to a customer’s final choice. The funnel metaphor poses that consumers start out with multiple potential brands, which they put through an extensive evaluation process, reducing the number of brands until they reach a decision on one brand. But with the changes in consumers’ interaction with brands, it has been argued that this model is dated. After widespread research on purchase decisions, an article in the *McKinsey Quarterly* (2009) posed the following:

“But today, the funnel concept fails to capture all the touch points and key buying factors resulting from the explosion of product choices and digital channels, coupled with the emergence of an increasingly discerning, well-informed consumer. A more sophisticated approach is required to help marketers navigate this environment, which is less linear and more complicated than the funnel suggests. We call this approach the consumer decision journey. Our thinking is

---

applicable to any geographic market that has different kinds of media, Internet access, and wide product choice, including big cities in emerging markets such as China and India.”

Different from the funnel, this new model is better suited to today’s consumer environment as it takes more aspects of consumers’ experience into account. The consumer decision journey model is a circular journey (see figure 8). Whereas the funnel ends with the purchase, the consumer decision journey involves the post-purchase experience as an essential stage: the consumer will build expectations based on the experience, to inform the next purchase decision. The ongoing exposure can trigger a so-called loyalty loop, which drives consumers to be inclined to purchase the same brand again. McKinsey found that as consumers become better at selecting information relevant to them, consumer-driven marketing becomes increasingly important: while one-third of the touch-points during the evaluation period was company-driven (e.g. traditional advertising), two-third was consumer-driven (e.g. online reviews, word-of-mouth recommendations).

---
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Marketing guru Seth Godin discusses this divide in his argument that discourages the traditional, direct marketing and instead recommends methods involving the participation and awareness of consumers. He refers to the ‘old way’ as Interruption Marketing: cold-calling, direct mail and TV commercials all interrupt our daily life with unsolicited messages, trying to hold our attention amidst the growing ‘media clutter’, while consumers principally see them as a waste of time. Instead, Godin proposes encouraging consumers to participate in campaigns, in which they are in some way rewarded. He dubs this Permission Marketing: consumers actively choose to be part of a campaign. Whereas Interruption Marketing is all about the moment of catching someone’s attention, Permission Marketing has a long-term view and revolves around a process of attracting loyalty: it is anticipative (consumers look forward to it), personal (consumers can relate to it) and relevant (consumers are interested). This approach can also use the media clutter to a company's advantage, instead of drowning in it. According to Godin: “A book publisher that uses Interruption Marketing sells children’s books by shipping them to bookstores, hoping that the right audience will stumble across them. A Permission Marketer builds book clubs at every school in the country.”

In the following analysis I will discuss the possibilities and noted effects of promotional activities and the use of different media during a customer’s purchase journey.

4.1 – Initial considerations

Deciding on a title is one thing, whether it will be a book at all is quite another. In the initial stage, consumers are exposed to various options that can satisfy their needs, be it for information or leisure purposes. Publishers and booksellers are confronted with fierce competition in attracting consumers, and it demands an approach conscious of this problem to rise above other options like the documentary telling the same story or the video game offering similar enjoyment/relaxation. Meanwhile, the growing supply of book titles continues to overwhelm.

106 S. Godin, Permission marketing: Turning strangers into friends, and friends into customers (Simon and Schuster, 2012).
What influences us during this initial stage? McKinsey’s model describes it as a period in which we put together an initial consideration set based on brand perceptions and exposure to recent touch points. Since consumers face an abundancy of relevant choices, they tend to consider those brands they are familiar with first: brands in this consideration set have a larger chance at being purchased than other, new brands. Less established brands, like debut authors, would in this scenario suffer as known writers and series are the only brands capable of keeping head above water. Exclusion from the initial consideration set however does not have to be as harmful as it may sound: as consumers enter the evaluation phase, their number of brands to choose from is likely to increase as they actively search for information (see 4.2). According to Kotler and Keller, branding is endowing products and services with the power of a brand. Brands have come to play a pivotal role in marketing products, as their ability to simplify decision making, and reduce the risk of buying something that can cause regret later on, is now invaluable in the complicated and busy lives of consumers today.

People generally do not favour particular publishers or are even aware of which ones published their favourite books. Sometimes publishers accumulate media attention over controversial company decisions in regards to public figures and well-known authors. For example, Simon & Schuster was met with hard criticism upon the news of the publisher’s plan to release a book by a prominent member of the far right movement, most recently known for his hateful and racist comments on Twitter. In The Netherlands something similar occurred when political activist Abou Jahjah signed a book deal with De Bezige Bij: a publisher - that was founded during World War II and has resistance roots - supporting the extremist views Jahjah proclaimed was news not well received and led to the departures of several authors from the renowned publishing house. But aside from the occasional controversy, publishers are hardly talked about in mainstream media. Unlike businesses such as Disney and Pixar that do represent a strong brand, publishers generally stay in the background and push forward their authors as representatives instead; buyers are more likely to request ‘the newest

---
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Stephen King’ than ‘the newest HarperCollins’. Few publishers come to mind when we think of them brand-wise instead of considering particular titles and authors involved. Harlequin (part of HarperCollins) is an example of a model in publishing especially known for the specific type of books it represents: short romance novels aimed at women. Penguin comes close in terms of their classic pocket books, but the pocket has become widespread publishing practice decades ago, and classic novels are not ‘owned’ by Penguin nor are they the only focus the publisher has.

Dutch young adult publisher Blossom Books stands out in regard of branding compared to other publishers’ efforts. The publisher has been working hard on its own brand establishment through various channels and by having additional output besides its publications like their merchandise in the shape of stationary, mugs, bags, etc. Blossom Books thinks of these products as promotional material for a reading lifestyle. The publisher stands out in its collaboration efforts with bloggers and so-called ambassadors, readers that are invited to share promotion ideas, voice opinions on potential cover images, and receive unpublished manuscripts and various discounts. These privileges are granted in exchange for online reviews, promoting books among personal circles of friends and family, helping out at events, and similar promotional activities. Social media is also heavily used in connecting with readers, as Blossom Books strives to be approachable via many different platforms. The publisher’s website itself is also regarded as a platform where readers can express their opinions, find information and get in touch with the people behind the books. Besides these online efforts, Blossom Books releases a magazine that contains interviews, book fragments, quizzes and writing advice. This type of collaboration reminds of the library approach in its involvement of readers in the process of publishing and marketing a book. Blossom Books therefore shows strength not only in its brand representation, but also in its close contact with readers.

More typically, brands are built on authors. Through brand marketing, a publisher can create continuous income. Author brands are especially influential as readers will be inclined to look into an author’s entire oeuvre once they get hooked on them, thus popularizing older titles as well as new releases. Authors are also
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increasingly involved in marketing, and publishers rely on them to give interviews, show up at events, actively use Twitter or update their personal website/blog. This does not only happen through the newfound business policy of publishers to guide authors in self-promotion, as self-published writers are equally capable of building a following. This again can raise awareness of the popularity of a certain writer’s work, and help publishers discover content worthy of acquisition.\textsuperscript{115} Stephen King is an exemplary strong author/brand, whose horror and suspense novels have frequently been adapted for movies. The author has a large following of loyal readers that will buy new releases with little to no knowledge in advance, basing their motivations solely on the fact that “it’s a Stephen King novel”. King confirmed the power of his brand when he published a number of books under a pseudonym (Richard Bachman) and discovered these books did not sell well at all. Once his secret was uncovered and it became clear to the public King wrote them, the Bachman books sales rose tenfold.\textsuperscript{116}

When a deceased author has a significant, strong image, publishers do not shy away from publishing their work posthumously: despite the missing marketing possibilities, an internationally famous brand like Tolkien will sell itself.\textsuperscript{117} Five years after his death, an unfinished story by Harry Mulisch – perhaps the most well-known author in the Netherlands – was published. Mulisch had struggled with his manuscript \textit{De ontdekking van Moskou}, editing and rewriting for many years but never finishing it. The publication featured notes and essays to complement the story and it was marketed as a book in which the reader could feel close to the author by experiencing his mindset in reading a manuscript that was revised countless times but never good enough. Readers were also invited to use their imagination for the book’s ending.\textsuperscript{118} For a book that was mostly negatively reviewed, Mulisch’ latest received much exposure.\textsuperscript{119} Although

\begin{footnotes}
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additional and multi-faceted promotion is desirable, a well-established brand is able to independently garner consumer attention.

Debut authors then seem even more difficult and risky to sell to an audience relying on brands, which is why publishers tend to “stick to a winning formula”. But taking a chance on a debut can turn out to be an extraordinary one (The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins, or Het Smelt by Lize Spit), as Laura Parsons, commissioning editor at Legend Press and Paperbooks stresses:

“Imagine if the same marketing and publicity budget that was allocated to a bestselling author’s fifteenth novel were applied to an unknown name. A nobody with a big talent.”

Brands are intangible assets that add value to a name, and as they are more likely to be included in the initial consideration set of consumers, titles attached to popular brands relatively have a bigger chance at selling well. Developing a brand is therefore a worthy investment, and it certainly helps, but it does not have to be a critical precondition for a book to sell, as I will discuss next.

4.2 – Active evaluation

Although the initially considered brands seem to be at an advance in the first phase of the consumer decision journey, during the second phase of active evaluation consumers actually tend to increase rather than narrow their number of brands under consideration. By orientating and searching for information, consumers come across more alternatives that will compete with the first set of brands and can eliminate an initial first choice.
Friends, co-workers, family and/or acquaintances are the most important source of information about books, although their influence appears to be decreasing. Other sources of influence (e.g. reviews, social media, bookshop staff) however, are weakening similarly.\textsuperscript{123} From this could be concluded that the overall awareness of available books is declining, and that current methods in marketing titles are not up to the mark, and need updating. One example that corresponds to this belief presents itself in the significant drop in familiarity with (national) promotional campaigns for books/reading. For instance, in 2014, 65\% of people said to be acquainted with the Book Week (the most prominent Dutch campaign); in 2015, this had decreased to 54\%.\textsuperscript{124}

From staff recommendations to smart product placement, both physical and online shops can guide customers in their buying decision. Half of the people planning to buy a book however, have already decided on a title prior to visiting a shop.\textsuperscript{125} Hence stores are not the only important factor of influence in connecting a book to the right audience; other external factors that potential buyers come into contact with before entering a store, in which the publisher can take part, are just as powerful. The online presence of a book starts off early through the publisher’s use of metadata, or as Bhaskar calls it “a work’s first online sales pitch”.\textsuperscript{126} By communicating good metadata (basic information on a book’s title, author, genre, keywords etc.), a book gains visibility, which does not necessarily mean it will sell well, but online visibility has become vital in today’s digital age. Without metadata, a book is untraceable and sales will almost certainly fail.

Our receptivity to online/social media is for a large part owed to our degree of appropriation of it in everyday life: media undergoes ‘everydayification’, as a new medium eventually becomes so commonly used it is omnipresent (the television can be found in any modern household with rare exceptions).\textsuperscript{127} The increasing use of new media also causes a ‘boundary dissolution’ of media, which can be understood from multiple angles. Firstly, we have become accustomed to media because it is available to us at any time (temporal boundary dissolution). Secondly, with the arrival of a new
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medium, the unity of space and medium is diminished as for example the computer moves from the desktop to a portable laptop or the phone becomes wireless and loses its secure place (spatial boundary dissolution). Lastly, media have come to affect us in all areas of our lives, not just in work but also in our hobbies. They take on tasks not initially assigned to them, like using your phone as an alarm clock, as technologies develop in unexpected ways (social boundary dissolution). Medium devices also grow smaller and more mobile, making it easier for people to physically take them anywhere they go, and continue to use them anyplace, anytime. This incorporation of media into our daily activities has simultaneously increased our online activities. The Netherlands is currently one of the biggest social media and internet users in Europe (and the world); digital tools were welcomed in their early stages, and incorporated into daily life faster compared to many other countries. The use of social media is also typically combined with the use of other media activities, like online gaming or watching television. The extent to which people are online nowadays can make consumers more receptive to the influence of businesses broadcasting via social media. This ‘vulnerability’ is thus essential in the evaluation phase.

It has become common for authors to present and promote their own books as well as their image, a task that was traditionally a publisher’s responsibility. With digital developments, this is done with relative ease. Authors are able to establish a close and valuable relationship with their readers; contacting an author is often quick and easy via Twitter and/or Facebook. Author-branding and other strategies in which stakeholders combine their powers (cross-promotion through collaborations with booksellers, for example) have become increasingly essential for publishers in presenting their products to the public. Playing into the mass online activity, the focus on the publisher’s online presence has also grown. The personal approach may come more easily to authors, which is encouraged by publishers: authors have become the representing brand more and more, while the publisher’s image, credibility, and reputation seems to become less meaningful.

An online presence is vital nowadays: anyone considering any kind of involvement with a business or product (whether it is to buy for you, work for you, or start any other kind of relationship), will first gather information online before taking
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further action. Baverstock underlines the preference people have to trust people they know on organisation and/or product information, and that online marketing can imitate this sense of personal connection and build trust because of “the ability to start a conversation with your customers, to manage and develop a two-way communication and create confidence, offering a place where your customers can return, feel listened to and reassured”. These communities that come into existence are interdependent, as consumers begin to rely on the availability and diversity of information online, and organisations can gather information on the target audience, acquire big data for further market research and development and so on. Whereas an ‘audience’ is passive, a ‘community’ is active, and since it is in a publisher’s interest to grow a larger audience, they can use communities as a tool for engagement that increases the audience size.

Maintaining an online presence can be a job on its own: while smaller organisations may face fewer barriers in decision-making, larger organisations can afford putting together teams that solely take on the task of corporate online and social media management. For example Overamstel Uitgevers, a publishing concern housing various imprints with focuses ranging from literary fiction and children’s books to sports biographies and cookbooks, commissioned a ‘social lab’ that maintained the social media activity for all imprints, keeping a close connection with the (online) marketing department but acting semi-independently on the interpretation of social media content by observing the development of titles and related events, uploading videos of book presentations, announcing competitions, and the like.

Despite publishers having the qualifications and resources to create engaging communities online, because they have specialized in editing and producing content, authors can be in a better position to do so. As digital publisher Susan Danziger says on building successful communities: “Authors can create premiere content that is naturally focused; have a driving personality that can generate interest; and – depending on their own schedules – may have more time to devote to nurturing their communities.” She also argues that the establishment of successful communities relies on principles that encourage growth and continued participation. Among these, most importantly, are:
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putting the audience first (to inspire loyalty), being authentic (to build trust), and the acknowledgment of readers’ contributions (to monitor and engage readers in conversation). An author thus generally has a stronger brand than a publisher does. Authors can present themselves personally and approachable via Twitter and Facebook, but also by involving themselves in existing reading communities, acting as participants alongside everyone else on platforms like Goodreads. Besides being available for direct questions from readers, authors personally engage in conversation, showcase what they read themselves and post book reviews.

People with shared interests sort themselves into virtual communities with ease thanks to the personalisation possibilities of online profiles. And in a bubble of like-minded people, discussions between thousands of readers are easily shaped. This way, personalised media replaces traditional mainstream media and consumers have started to take ownership of the information culture surrounding a product. As Andrew Keen argues in his book *The cult of the amateur*, on the growing power of the consumer versus traditional media: “We have grown more suspicious of marketers, advertising, traditional media... and more trusting of other consumers.” And rather than a traditional, faceless business mingling with individual readers, an author can naturally and more seamlessly enter a community like this and comes across as genuine through their personal contributions. Brand-cultivating processes (design and production, and customer relationship management or CRM) are weighed more heavily in today’s marketing: the value of brand equity grows. Brand equity is the added value given to products and services, which is reflected in how consumers view and experience the brand, as well as in the price, market share and profitability. “To harness the value of communities formed around brands”, as Bhaskar says, is especially now of great significance, as consumers are becoming increasingly dependent on community-born conversation.
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Now more than ever, publishers can play into this dependency by recognizing and utilizing the level of discussability of their books. In chapter 3 I referred to how this attribute is a popular criterion in choosing a book: being able to talk about it with others adds value to a story because readers introduce it into their personal lives. These discussions are shaped by a particular standard or infrastructure, also called a ‘reading formation’: this term is borrowed from Tony Bennett by Collins in his argument on the organisations in which book discussions take place. He argues these are more than communities of like-minded readers that have coincidentally found each other and are interested in the same things. It is “not just an audience or a community but a set of interconnections in which the desire for a certain kind of reading pleasure becomes hardwired into a literary culture.”  

Readers come to interpret and discuss books within a certain framework. With technological developments and the rise of ‘amateur critics’ (or the earlier mentioned ‘curators’ in chapter 3), it has become easier for readers to become part of these extended communities. Now that the threshold has been lowered, publishers and authors can easily join in, and are invited to connect with readers on the personal level made possible by the discussability of books and the extended platform available for it. The boundaries of the roles of author, publisher, and reader have started to fade away as the playing field has broadened and participatory culture grows.

The settling of new, digital media into our everyday lives has contributed to our ability to research and connect. Our consideration set grows beyond the initial set of choices during the active evaluation phase, as we search out our potential purchases and stumble upon other options. Through the power of communities, those options can become more attractive: a book can have a sizeable online presence, to which readers themselves add. Consumers have slowly come to take ownership of the information culture, but publishers and especially authors are able to connect with readers and act within these circles.
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4.3 – Moment of purchase

Because of their dependence on retailers, the moment of purchase is perhaps the most difficult stage in the consumer decision journey for publishers to make a difference. The Dutch Publishers Association (Nederlands Uitgeversverbond, or NUV) keeps track of consumers’ behaviour, regularly reporting on how we buy, read and borrow books. The extracted data can inform publishers to some extent. Reports also analyse the effects of particular events, such as the annual Book Week, which aims to encourage people to read and highlight the role of the book in society. Events like these are typically exploited by stores in the hope of attracting buyers. In 2016, NUV research showed that consumers increasingly enter physical bookshops spontaneously, hoping to be inspired and surprised by what they find there. Online shops are usually used in the case a consumer already has an idea of the kind of purchase, but this does not necessarily mean consumers cannot be swayed in their ultimate decision. Suggestive tactics need to be tailored in a more sophisticated way during the buying process than is done in physical stores, for example by highlighting quotes from positive user reviews and suggesting a different title when starting payment. Algorithms can support these suggestions to predict which titles are interesting to someone based on their searching- and buying behaviour.\(^{144}\)

The dependence on retailers is unfortunate for publishers, but their influence on ultimate consumer decisions is not completely limited. It is for instance not unusual for publishers to provide stores with point-of-sale material like posters. There are also plenty of opportunities for collaboration, for example by inviting authors to do a book tour in which they visit shops and give a talk or hold a signing session. Still, small and independent publishers can perhaps exert more influence during this phase, since they are more inclined to use and benefit from direct-to-consumer programs. Selling to consumers without a mediating channel is not only beneficial towards revenue: it develops a customer relationship.\(^{145}\) In the traditional arrangement, retailers retain their information on who buys what. By taking control of sales channels, publishers are...


able to collect specific sales data and see where they can make use of trends and influence these. Dutch publishers are able to view how many copies are ordered by individual stores via data provided by national distributor Centraal Boekhuis (CB), but do not have access to data from individual retailers. Further information on the type of buyer a title attracts, and whether the ordered copies are sold quickly or are collecting dust for a few months before being returned to the publisher, is unavailable to them. Of course frequent book orders and incoming sales are telling. Sometimes a book sells well in a particular area (for example, a book on ice skating may sell better in the northern provinces) which is of interest to targeted marketing plans. Nevertheless, the lack of detailed overview is a bit of a blind spot.

Distributor data is strictly accessible to publishers only, although authors are generally welcome to inform about developments. Because of frequent inquiries about their sales, publisher Atlas Contact launched a pilot programme in 2017 that gives authors a personal login code to CB Analytics, the national distributor’s online data platform especially for publishers and booksellers. It is a helpful gesture toward authors, and it gives them some degree of transparency about the impact of their public appearances as a particular shop may place a large order of a certain book following a signing session there. This programme therefore does not only strengthen the bond between publisher and author, but has potential for the bond with readers as well, as authors generate an awareness of their personal influence and may be more likely to act on this.

The evaluation phase is crucial now that consumers have become significantly adept at shopping, and influencing a choice that is usually set in stone at this stage is difficult. As every commercial business does, the book industry also faces the so-called ‘research shopper phenomenon’. This refers to the current multichannel customer behaviour: more than often people use the Internet for research, but visit a physical shop for the actual purchase. The same happens between online channels as one platform is more suited for researching and another for buying. In a thorough analysis, Peter C. Verhoef et al diagnose the motives consumers have for research shopping and
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how the phenomenon can be increased or decreased. Shoppers decide on where to
research and buy based on the attributes of a channel or platform, and when this
channel fails to get approval for the combination of these two actions, it means there is a
lack of ‘channel lock-in’. Shoppers use a channel for information searching, but when the
purchase process is bothersome or the prices are higher in comparison to a different
channel, an excellent information service alone will not hold their attention or ‘lock’
them in. They are also inclined to use multiple channels because it enhances the
shopping experience, not just because it serves economic benefits (looking up prices
online leads to better informed choices) but also because finding good deals sparks
‘sense shopper feelings’ and boosts a higher self-image.\textsuperscript{149} Baverstock points out that
the development of consumers wanting to be an active part of the buying process rather
than simply purchasing what is on offer, suits publishers. Consumers actively look for
the best deals and are inclined to get rid of the middlemen that raise prices or create
hassle and do not add value. Publishers are looking to nurture their connection to
consumers and develop their buying relationships instead of delegate these, so they
have better access to marketing information and can build longer-term relationships.

Verhoef et al found that the Internet has a very low lock-in, but is extensively
used for research.\textsuperscript{150} This again stresses the importance of online visibility of titles, not
only through metadata and individual publishers’ websites and social media accounts,
but through online shops, external blogs, reviews, etc. as well. Influence on the moment
of purchase is limited, but since physical shops are still desired by buyers for inspiration
and being surprised by what they stumble across there, this phase in the consumer
decision journey does not need to be rendered as a black hole for marketing. Publishers
benefit from monitoring the available data as closely as possible, and subsequently
playing into the observed trends with targeted promotional activities. Collaboration
with retailers is vital in this stage, through the use of point-of-sale material, author
appearances or joint and shared messages on social media. More valuable marketing
data can be retrieved by taking ownership of sales, for the sake of revenue and
customer relationship management.
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4.4 – Post-purchase experience

To continue to nurture the interactive relationship with consumers in this final stage of the decision journey, taking place after the sale is made, is no effort wasted for reasons that I discussed earlier, that principally revolve around reading acculturation and customer loyalty. The post-purchase experience shapes consumers’ opinion for later decisions; it can inspire loyalty to a brand. Consumers can be passive loyalists, that stick to a brand they know and cannot bring up the effort of combing through the amount of other products, or active loyalists that do not only stay with a brand but recommend it too. Passive consumers are more likely to be swayed from their brand of choice by others approaching them with attractive alternatives, giving them reasons to leave.\footnote{Court, Etinga, Mulder and Vetvik, ‘The consumer decision journey’}

With increased social media popularity, the field has expanded for the possibilities in enhancing the post-purchase experience and recruiting more active loyalists.

Because of the participative opportunities available to readers, they can also enjoy a different degree of immersion in their favourite books. For publishers, fans creating an open discussion online can boost a title’s reach, which in turn can be free and long-lasting promotion. Publishers will also gain a better understanding of their target group which can aid in the improvement of marketing as well as the acquisition of future titles. Reading can be an immersive experience where we lose ourselves in a text and become absorbed by a narrative. In a study on immersion and interactivity in literature, Marie-Laure Ryan makes a distinction between three forms of involvement with narratives: spatial immersion (the response to setting, for example vividly imagining the described smell of flowers), temporal immersion (the response to plot, for example losing sense of time, rushing through a story and not wanting to stop reading; the literal effect of the suspenseful page-turner), and emotional immersion (the response to character, for example empathy for the suffering of fictional characters).\footnote{M. Ryan, Narrative as virtual reality: Immersion and interactivity in literature and electronic media (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), p. 121.}

What if we could hold onto this intimacy with a story after we finish reading it? Ryan discusses how immersion can be fused with interactivity through games, hypertext, art, theatre, or any other medium that can transcend us into another world where we are not just spectators but players as well.\footnote{Ryan, Narrative as virtual reality, pp. 173-345.} If readers have the opportunity to continue to
envelop themselves in the imaginary workings of a book, not just by talking about it with others but through other interactive play as well, a community has a longer lifespan and publishers continue to benefit.

Expansions of books in other forms of media like websites or apps are not unusual: *Harry Potter* phenomenon *Pottermore* for example, was more than a platform for a community of fans to interact on.\(^{154}\) It unlocked additional content that enriched the story and experience through the readers’ personal engagement in quizzes and games. *Pottermore* most notably sorted readers into a Hogwarts House and made them part of the story, transforming their passive role into a participative one. Publishers generally have extended focus on the use of original content to connect directly with readers in order to learn more about their interests and collect that data for marketing purposes: the consumer-facing website is one example of this trend.\(^{155}\) Besides the additions to publications story-wise as is done on *Pottermore*, publishers can bring forward original content in the shape of essays and interviews. Simon & Schuster launched a website, *Glommable*, that showcases a variety of content focused on pop culture in general, instead of singling out particular titles in an attempt to subtly advertise them. As discussed earlier, Blossom Books is a strong Dutch player on this particular field with a frequent output of online content like quizzes (“Which character from [title] are you?”) and videos that give the viewer a tour of the publishing house. Lebowski Publishers also hosts a blog to which their authors contribute posts on various topics.\(^{156}\) Some publishers have started to experiment with podcasts: for example, *De Bezige Bij* launched a free podcast of an author reading the first 150 pages (in a series of 10 episodes) of his book by way of promotion. Atlas Contact made a similar endeavour with a non-fiction book on the workings of the brain: the podcast series is based on what is discussed in the book. The publisher and author hoped to reach a bigger audience by making the content more accessible like this.\(^{157}\) The scale and popularity of the *Pottermore* phenomenon is yet to be met by a Dutch initiative, but publishers are actively looking for promotional opportunities that combine different


media. For example, in the Children’s Book Week of 2016, publisher Unieboek | Het Spectrum introduced a special virtual reality app (with accompanying glasses) that played into the content of several of their titles. In the app, players were able to travel to the imaginative worlds described in the books and help different main characters with finding lost items. The publisher distributed the VR glasses across bookshops; upon buying one of the titles, the buyer would receive a free pair.\footnote{E. de Witt, ‘Uitgeverij Unieboek | Het Spectrum komt met virtual reality-app voor kinderen’, \textit{Boekblad}, 6 September 2016, <https://boekblad.nl/Nieuws/Item/uitgeverij-unieboek-het-spectrum-komt-met-virtual-reality-app-voor-kinderen> (19 April 2017).}

Publishers do well in creating a space for communities to thrive, but must partner up with external platforms too. Goodreads is an international, digital hub for booklovers and reading fans to mainly communicate to friends what books they are reading at the moment. Users can share reviews and recommendations, and Goodreads keeps track of what titles and genres are popular, what new releases there are and what book related events are taking place in your neighbourhood. Besides the aforementioned functionalities, the site posts blogs with interviews and news, and offers plenty of ways for users as well as authors to interact, by discussing what they’ve read, through comments and message boards, as well as create. For example, users can upload their own written work and make this public for others to read and comment on. Authors sometimes make use of this feature too by posting unpublished bonus chapters or short stories. Goodreads offers this creative, interactive space and encourages authors to participate through their Goodreads Author Program that suggests promotional tools and possibilities.\footnote{Goodreads, ‘Author Program – Use Goodreads to promote yourself and your books’, <https://www.goodreads.com/author/program> (28 February 2017).} The Goodreads blog also reaches out to publishing professionals and marketers with advice on how to use the site for promotion or insights in book trends. Goodreads proves to be more than a social media platform for avid readers, it has expanded its community to include those working in the business as well. Especially since book retailer Amazon has taken ownership of the site, these connections can be made easier and different stakeholders can be brought closer together.\footnote{A. Flood, ‘Amazon purchase of Goodreads stuns book industry’, \textit{The Guardian}, 2 April 2013, <https://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/apr/02/amazon-purchase-goodreads-stuns-book-industry> (19 April 2017).}
A Dutch equivalent to Goodreads is Hebban, a user platform brimming with (user) reviews, blogs, reading challenges, ranking lists and literature related news. Hebban refers to itself as a reading community and encourages users to form smaller communities within the Hebban circle, by organising and joining online book clubs. The platform does not focus solely on readers but reaches out to professionals from the industry too. Authors can create personal author pages, and booksellers and publishers are invited to create a Hebban Spot, which can form a news feed that focuses on an author, series, imprint or the publisher itself. Hebban is an active player in bringing industry and audience closer together, as well as blurring the lines regarding the increasing involvement of readers in book marketing. This particular platform invites people to become book reviewers for Hebban, which means the reviewer will receive a free copy of the book (which is usually not yet for sale) and the review is featured on the website. This is different from a user review which can be posted by anyone at any time on a personal profile. Book blogs and YouTube reviewers have gained much popularity and, depending on the number of views these sites receive, publishers are usually keen on sending them copies before the official release in exchange for a review.

In *The Loyalty Leap: The 3 Rs of Loyalty*, Bryan Pearson says that in gaining the customer’s loyalty, marketers can differentiate three important factors: rewards, recognition, and relevance. The first R, rewards, signifies a tangible gesture of thanks to people for choosing your brand and allowing you to learn about their needs and desires. This falls under the category of the ‘hard benefit’, a concrete advantage for customers. In addition to this comes the second R for recognition, the ‘soft benefit’ in the shape of attractive extras like discounts or access to special events that are given to loyalists. However the third R, relevance, is underlined by Pearson as the pivot in generating customer loyalty. Connecting with people by understanding who they are and what they care about creates engagement that people will hold onto in the overflow of alternatives offered through different media and information. Being relevant to consumers means reaching out to people in ways that resonate with their beliefs, ambitions and concerns, and thus will win their unique attention.

Loyalty marketing has become the norm in marketing nowadays, making the post-purchase experience one of the most important stages in the consumer decision

---

journey that can be influenced. Now is an excellent time for publishers to invest in opportunities with immersive qualities, drawing readers into communities publishers themselves can participate in. Multimedial publishing, consumer-facing websites, collaborations with ‘curators’ (the amateur connoisseurs of popular culture found on YouTube, personal blogs, etc.) or platforms like Goodreads and Hebban, are examples of efforts publishers make in connecting with consumers, reaching them through rewards, recognition and relevance, and hopefully turning them into active loyalists.
Conclusion

In this thesis I have endeavoured to make a case for the trade publisher's capacity to utilize the voice of the reader for corporate benefit. Now more than ever are publishers able to record readers’ buying behaviour, preferences and experiences, and can they join in the consumer conversation via communities that have extended beyond the local book club into online platforms where readers, publishers and authors begin to fuse.

The Dutch book market has been in recovery and is growing steadily since the financial-economic crisis. The market is faced with strong national competition as well as competition from foreign (translated) titles, which, in an age of information and supply overflow, makes for a marketing challenge in standing out. The dominant bestseller culture adds to the difficulties, as bestsellers are not necessarily more of a marketing effect than they are a marketing instrument. The achievement of bestseller status is typically exploited by publishers and booksellers alike through various promotional efforts, such as a special bestseller section in stores or a highlighted statement on the cover of a reprint. This attitude toward bestsellers has especially made the workings of book ranking lists questionable: data is usually extracted from a limited selection of sources and collected anonymously which makes it vulnerable to manipulation. Furthermore, the fixed book price policy limits retailers in their selling techniques. It however creates opportunity for ‘difficult’ titles to break through, and draws attention to the more content-focused promotion of books that consumers will seek out in their evaluation.

Following on the constant increase in content available on the Dutch market, marketers are pressed to attract consumers by creating attention and amplifying the value of a book. As an experience good and recreational product, the circumstances for marketing books are unique. They require a tailored marketing approach, that is ideally even further customized in regard to the different markets/audiences targeted by individual titles. But by marketing reading instead of their own titles, publishers are collectively able to cover a wide field of book promotion that eventually benefits their individual sales as well. Dutch publishers are already familiar with working together to popularize reading through numerous national campaigns, but they can do more to stimulate a positive reading attitude by collaborating with libraries and learning from them. Libraries are adept at constructing ways to connect with their members, as their
focus lies much more on having people return to borrow more books: for people to not just buy or borrow a book, but actually read, regularly and enthusiastically. This relationship can be shaped by playing into the consumer's behaviour during the decision journey. As Bhaskar argues, amplification is a fundamental publishing task, and this is evident in marketing where attention is 'created'. The shaping of the relationship with readers is a way of amplification, because readers are able to convey and widely distribute content across various networks.

Publishers can work on the relationship by reaching out to readers in ways similar to what libraries are doing, but the encouragement of reading culture forms the basis. During the consumer decision journey, readers are in varying degrees approachable and open to connection. The establishment of a brand, most notably the author brand, is especially valuable as it attracts loyal readers and can steer a reader into a certain direction in the early stage of his/her buying motivation. The brand continues to be of value when readers are actively evaluating their options, as strong brands are in line with a strong online presence. We have integrated new/social media into our lives to a substantial degree; communities have extended to online platforms and are now easily shaped as connections between readers are made effortlessly. The information culture that has come into existence from these personal networks is now more significant than the knowledge obtained from traditional, 'official' channels. Through community building and participation, publishers can contribute to the discussion. Authors (supported by publishers) are in an especially favourable position to engage in communities owing to their personal nature, and thus play a valued part in (online) book promotion.

Through awareness of reader communities and by participating in these, publishers do enjoy a fair amount of influencing power when it comes to marketing their books, but when it comes to the moment of purchase, the retailer usually takes over. Small, independent publishers are more inclined to cut away these middle men by going direct-to-consumer, providing them with additional revenue and, most importantly, access to valuable consumer data. Consumers also like to be part of the buying process and actively make a decision instead of being told what to purchase. So in this stage as well, the promotion of books in general appears to be preferable compared to a focus on individual titles. After a decision is made, the post-purchase experience is vital in triggering a loyalty loop that will bring someone back to a brand,
or in this case inspire them to read another book. Playing into the immersive aspects of books, as well as collaborating with consumers and other platforms, and cleverly exploiting communities, publishers can form useful and influential strategies in this final phase in the decision journey.

Hence the key publishing task of amplification can and should be applied by marketers, and indirectly consumers, as well: content is conveyed to readers who continue to communicate this to their networks and increase its exposure. Reader relationship management thus equals amplification of titles. In this thesis I have discussed the dynamics of book marketing and the significant role that reading promotion has there. With the development of author brands on social media and reader communities online, it is clear that the acculturation of reading has much potential in supporting customer loyalty in the book business. Current efforts by publishers in general seem to only scratch the surface of what is possible in (online) relationship management. Perhaps this is because the focus usually lies on marketing individual titles (and sometimes authors) and publishers appear to have little regard for reading acculturation. A lost opportunity, because while the publisher feels pressured in thinking commercially in order to survive, the direct sales made from particular title marketing are unremarkable compared to the increase in book buyers that ensues by attracting new readers. A marketing department that needs to strictly divide its attention between many different titles, or only focuses on low-risk titles, spends money on projects that cannot promise certain returning sales. At the same time, with marketing focused on low-risk titles alone publishers may not be aware of the audience for a particular debut title. Publishers joining in the care of reading culture is in the end, beneficial for all. Especially by observing the individual stages of the reader's decision-making process are professionals able to control and make use of the consumer environment. And by collaborating with other stakeholders in the book industry and pooling resources like consumer behaviour data and sales numbers, there are plenty of possibilities to attain these goals. For a better understanding of how much publishers would notice the effects of reading promotion, future research on this type of marketing analysed over a longer period of time for individual publishers would be interesting. In addition, a deeper analysis of individual marketing activities, where these fit in the consumer decision journey and what results can be measured from them, could be useful in encouraging publishers in cooperative efforts and shaping the image of
reading promotion in general. More research on the mysterious bestseller, and to what extent individual publishers use it as a marketing instrument, as well as research on ranking lists is desirable for the sake of creating more transparency: for example, bookshops can provide insight in the data they hand to ranking lists. The collective consumption of books now takes place in a converging environment, where the traditional roles fade into the background, and book enthusiasts and professionals can find ways to interact that are mutually beneficial.
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